Press release

Securitas improves its security solutions
thanks to Situm’s indoor positioning technology
●

Securitas Location improves security management, helps the guards and provides
a whole new set of location-based solutions, services and products to its
customers

●

La Fira de Barcelona already have this service, which will being tested at Mobile
World Congress 2017

Madrid, February 3rd, 2017.- Securitas, leading provider of security solutions, has
incorporated Situm’s indoor positioning and navigation technology to develop Securitas
Location, a solution that gives precise location of security personnel inside a building. In
this way, the company provides more safety to its guards who could indicate precisely the
location of any incident, in addition to know its position in real time.
Furthermore, Securitas will provide its customers with a whole new set of location-based
solutions, services and products, like security personnel tracking, indoor navigations,
assistance and emergency services, etc. All these new solutions can be provided in all
kind of large facilities (company headquarters, shopping centers, airports…) thanks to the
Securita’s worldwide presence in public and private buildings.
Securitas obtains a high-precision technology to offer additional security and
management functionalities, while reducing the cost, error and deployment time,
compared to other indoor positioning solutions, thanks to Situm’s lower installation time
and maintenance.
Jesús de la Mora, Secutira’s Consulting Director, highlighted

that “Securitas Location,
based on Situm’s indoor positioning technology, is a key element to the security personnel,

and, especially, a transparency portal to our clients. Location, along with real-time risks
management, gives considerable advantages by providing a more efficient service with
the client interacting

with the security team”.
Situm’s indoor positioning technology at Mobile World Congress 2017
La Fira de Barcelona will make use of Securitas Locations in its facilities of Gran Vía,
where many large worldwide events are held every year. The solutions provided thanks to
Situm’s indoor positioning technology will be tested at Mobile World Congress 2017.

About Securitas
Securitas is a global knowledge leader in security that bases its security solutions on
customer-specific needs through different combinations of on-site, mobile and remote
guarding, electronic security, fire and safety and corporate risk management. Everywhere
from small stores to airports, with more than 330.000 employees worldwide.
For more information, visit www.securitas.com
About Situm
Situm is a worldwide leading provider of high precision/zero infrastructure indoor
positioning technology, delivering to any mobile user the most accurate position in any
venue.
From Hospitals, Airports, Malls and Train Stations to Malls, Museums, Public Buildings or
cutting-edge smart devices providers, Situm’s technology is present in endless
applications, venues and devices, trying to make life easier for any user, wherever he is,
whatever device he has. Situm’s indoor positioning platform was chosen by the Public
Health Service of Galicia (SERGAS), to provide indoor positioning, navigation and
assistance to patients inside 25 hospitals and medical centers in Spain, through SIGUE
application.
Situm, the “GPS” for indoors
For more information, visit www.situm.es/en
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